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TheLQN methods, recently introduced in [1], [2], are minimizationalgorithms
particularly competitive in solving large scale problems.In order to minimize a func-
tion f : Rn ! R, theLQN algorithms use a quasi-Newton iterative scheme hav-
ing O(n log n) complexity per step. The Hessian approximationBk+1 in xk+1 =xk � �kB�1k rf(xk) is defined in terms of a suitable structured matrixLBk , by the
updating formulaBk+1 = '(LBk ; sk;yk), where'(A; s;y) = A+ 1sTyyyT � 1sTAsAssTA;sk = xk+1�xk, andyk = rf(xk+1)�rf(xk). The matrixLBk is chosen in a fixed
matrix algebraL (f.i. L =Hartley algebra) and is defined as the best least squares fit
toBk in L. TheLQN algorithms work sinceLBk inherites positive definiteness fromBk.

Here we propose to change the structure ofLBk by an adaptive procedure. More
precisely, for each stepk we consider the matrixLsy 2 L solving the secant equationXsk�1 = yk�1 and we test if it is positive definite (pd) (likeLBk ). If no, then we
redefineL so thatLsy is pd.

Our aim (see also [3],[4]) is in fact to makeLBk in theLQN updating formula
close toLsy during the minimization procedure, so to assign to the'-updated matrix
both the spectral information and the secant property of thematrix Bk used in the
original well knownBFGS method.
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